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Abstract

Small Object Detection (SOD) is an important ma-
chine vision topic because (i) a variety of real-world
applications require object detection for distant ob-
jects and (ii) SOD is a challenging task due to the
noisy, blurred, and less-informative image appearances
of small objects. This paper proposes a new SOD
dataset consisting of 39,070 images including 137,121
bird instances, which is called the Small Object Detec-
tion for Spotting Birds (SOD4SB) dataset. The detail
of the challenge with the SOD4SB dataset 1 is intro-
duced in this paper. In total, 223 participants joined
this challenge. This paper briefly introduces the award-
winning methods. The dataset 2, the baseline code 3,
and the website for evaluation on the public testset 4

are publicly available.

1 Introduction

Object detection is one of the fundamental tech-
nologies in the field of machine vision. Its perfor-
mance has been improved by Convolutional Neural
Networks (CNN) [4, 5, 6, 7] and Vision Transformers
(ViT) [8, 9, 10]. The performance of the object detec-
tion task is evaluated in several huge datasets such as
COCO [11] and PASCAL VOC [12]. Compared with

1Challenge site [1]: https://www.mva-org.jp/mva2023/challenge
2Dataset: https://drive.google.com/drive/u/2/folders/1vTHiIe

lagbzPO795yhOdNUFh9u2XxZP-
3Baseline code [2]: https://github.com/IIM-TTIJ/MVA2023SmallOb

jectDetection4SpottingBirds
4Codalab [3] site: https://codalab.lisn.upsaclay.fr/competiti

ons/9594

Yuki Kondo, Norimichi Ukita and Takayuki Yamaguchi are the

MVA2023 Small Object Detection Challenge for Spotting Birds or-

ganizers. The other authors participated in the challenge.

Appendix.A contains the authors’ team names and affiliations.
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Figure 1: Overview of the Small Object Detection
for Spotting Birds (SOD4SB) dataset. The SOD4SD
dataset contains a wide variety of small bird types and
a variety of scenes. In addition, the flight behavior of
the birds and the movements of the UAVs as they film
the scene can significantly change bird appearance, and
flocking behavior can cause birds to occlude each other,
which makes the SOD task even more challenging.

common object detection tasks, SOD [13, 14, 15] is
still challenging due to the noisy, blurred, and less-
informative image appearances of small objects. One
of the reasons of the immatureness of SOD is a limited
amount and variety of SOD datasets [16, 17, 18, 19, 20]
and evaluation platforms [21, 22].

Considering the aforementioned issues in SOD, we
organized the SOD challenge, Small Object Detection
Challenge for Spotting Birds, with our new dataset
of SOD for spotting birds. Compared with visually-
simple objects that are targeted in the previous SOD
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datasets (e.g., pedestrians [17, 23] and rigid objects
such as vehicles and ships [19, 18, 16, 22] captured
from bird-eye views), wild birds (i) change their moving
paces and silhouettes, (ii) freely fly not on the ground
plane but three-dimensionally, (iii) are often crowded,
and (iv) are observed in front of a variety of background
regions (e.g., sky, clouds, trees, mountains, and so on)
in images. These properties make SOD for spotting
birds difficult. Furthermore, various real-world appli-
cations use SOD for spotting birds, as mentioned in
Sec. 2.

The contributions of this paper are as follows:

• The Distant Bird Detection dataset [24] is ex-
tended so that more amount and variety of wild
birds are observed, as shown in Fig. 1. This ex-
tended dataset is called the Small Object Detec-
tion for Spotting Birds (SOD4SB) dataset. The
baseline code is also provided with the dataset.

• The challenge-winning methods (five methods) are
briefly introduced.

2 Why Wild Birds? Sample Applications of
Small Bird Detection

Among all possible targets in SOD, this challenge
focuses on wild birds. The application of the technol-
ogy for recognizing birds in images is expected to be
in the field of nature conservation and in bird damage
prevention technology.

In the field of nature conservation, it is important to
understand the status of bird habitats, but it has been
necessary to conduct periodic surveys with the naked
eye, which requires a great deal of labor. Ogawa et al.
have developed a technology that automates the pre-
viously manual survey of bird populations through im-
age recognition [25]. Such technology will significantly
reduce labor and realize efficient nature conservation
activities. We look forward to further technological de-
velopment by applying and developing the recognition
technology tested in this competition.

Next is the application to bird damage prevention
technology. Damage caused by birds is not limited to
primary industries such as agriculture [26] and fish-
eries [27] but also covers a wide variety of fields such
as aircraft [28] and electric utility industry [29], and
the amount of damage is enormous. As technology for
avoiding damage, techniques that use sound and light
to drive away birds are widely used, and in recent years,
UAVs have been developed to drive away birds [30].
However, conventional birds control technologies are
installed continuously over a certain period of time,
regardless of whether birds are present or not. As a
result, birds become accustomed to them, and their ef-
fectiveness is reduced or nonexistent [31]. Therefore,
there is a need to develop a technology to control birds
only when they are detected and to suppress the oc-

currence of habituation, but a technology that can rec-
ognize a wide range of field and minute birds has not
been put to practical use. By combining technologies
that detect the birds with birds control technologies,
it is expected that technologies that can avoid the ha-
bituation of birds will be developed, thereby reducing
bird damage in a wide range of fields.

3 SOD4SB Dataset

One of the difficulties in developing SOD datasets for
spotting birds is annotation cost. Even for human an-
notators, it is difficult to correctly annotate small birds
flying against a background of highly-textured objects
such as the leaves of trees. In the Drone vs. Bird De-
tection Challenge [22], although drones are annotated,
wild birds are not, and A. Coluccia et al. believe that
the annotation of such birds is an important future
challenge. Furthermore, annotating all crowded birds
is more erroneous and time-consuming.

While a few SOD datasets for spotting birds [32,
33, 34] are developed, these datasets have some limi-
tations. In the Wind Farm dataset [32, 33], time-lapse
images were captured from a limited number of fixed-
view points. In the AirBird dataset [34], time-lapse
images were captured from fixed-view cameras only
around airports.

Our SOD4SB dataset, on the other hand, has a va-
riety of images that are useful for various types of real-
world applications, which are introduced in Sec. 2.

3.1 Collection

On-drone cameras were used for image collection.
The drones used for filming were the DJI Mavic 2 Pro
and the DJI Phantom 4 Pro V2.0. The camera cap-
tures videos at 30 fps, while temporal frames in the
same video are regarded as independent frames in this
year’s challenge. The image resolution is 3,840×2,160
pixels. The videos were captured in various locations
such as urban areas, parks, forests, and fields under
different weather conditions, as shown in Fig. 2 (a).
Birds observed in the images are hawks, crows, wa-
terfowls, sparrows, and so on. Several types of birds
are crowded and mutually occluded, as shown in Fig. 2
(b). Due to the quick motion of the birds and drone,
bird and background images are sometimes blurred, as
shown in Fig. 1. Since most birds were located far
from the drone, most bird instances in the images are
considered to be small objects, as described in Sec. 3.4.

3.2 Annotation

We manually extracted temporal frames in which
any birds are observed in each video. The extracted
temporal frames were annotated so that trained an-
notators enclosed each bird instance by a bounding-
box by the publicly-available video annotation tool,
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(a) Various types of small birds and diverse scenes (b) Crowded and mutually occluded birds

Figure 2: Samples of SOD4SB. As shown in (a) and (b), the birds in this dataset are not only small, but also
require recognition in a variety of scenes and furthermore occlude each other, making it a challenging dataset for
the SOD task.

VATIC [35]. The annotated bounding boxes were
double-checked. While several types of wild birds are
observed in the SOD4SB dataset, all types of birds are
annotated as “bird” because it is difficult to correctly
classify all small bird instances even by human anno-
tators. In total, the SOD4SB dataset includes 39,070
images and 137,121 bird instances.

3.3 Splitting

The 39,070 annotated images and instances are split
as follows:

• Training subset consists of 9,759 images with
29,037 annotated bird instances.

• Public Test subset consists of 9,699 images with
29,775 annotated bird instances.

• Private Test subset consists of 20,512 images
with 78,309 annotated bird instances.

Temporal frames within the same video are considered
independent for this challenge, so the images are shuf-
fled.

The annotation data of the public test subset and
both the images and annotation data of the private test
subset are not publicly available.

3.4 Appropriateness for SOD

The quantitative validation is described in what
follows. While there are several criteria of SOD,

our SOD4SB dataset is evaluated with two criteria.
(i) In [36, 37], the pixel size of each instance is simply
evaluated so that the instance is regarded as a small
object if its size is less than 322 pixels. (ii) In [38], on
the other hand, the criterion is defined with the rela-
tive sizes of objects compared to the image size so that
the median of the relative sizes of all instances in each
object category is less than 0.58% of the image size.

Adapting criterion (i) to the SOD4SB dataset, the
number of instances of the corresponding small objects
was 74,612, meaning 95.28% of the total. Adapting
criterion (ii) to the SOD4SB dataset, the median object
size relative to the image size was 0.002% < 0.58%,
meeting the requirement. Furthermore, the number of
objects satisfying the relative size of 0.58% was 78,222,
meaning 99.89%. Based on the above, we consider the
SOD4SB dataset the specialized dataset for SOD, since
objects that satisfy the definition of small objects are
dominant in SOD4SB.

For intuitively validating the appropriateness of the
SOD4SB dataset for SOD, the distributions of the ob-
ject instance sizes in the SOD4SB dataset, the MS
COCO validation dataset (val2017) [11] for generic ob-
ject detection, and the AirBirds dataset [34] for SOD
are shown in Fig. 3 along with the aforementioned small
objects definition. Comparing the SOD4SB dataset
with the COCO dataset, we can see that more objects
clearly meet the definition of small objects. On the
other hand, a comparison with the AirBirds dataset
shows that the distribution seems to be more concen-
trated on smaller objects in the AirBirds dataset. How-



(a) COCO (val2017) [11] (b) AirBirds [34] (c) SOD4SB (Ours)

Figure 3: Comparison of object size distributions for (a) a generic object detection dataset, (b) an existing SOD
dataset, and (c) the SOD4SB dataset. The dotted line is the definition of small object, and the image sizes used
in the relative definitions are (a) 574×484 pixels, (b) 1,920×1,080 pixels, and (c) 3,840×2,160 pixels, respectively.

Table 1: Comparison of difficulty levels for datasets
based on CenterNet [39] with the ResNet18 [40]-based
backbone. COCO (val2017) scores taken from [39].

Dataset AP@50 AP@25 AP@75

SOD4SB public test 46.4 59.5 5.4
SOD4SB private test 15.4 24.1 1.6

COCO (val2017) [11] 51.5 - 35.1

ever, when compared by criterion (ii) of small objects,
the number of objects in the SOD does not change sig-
nificantly. This is due to the different resolutions of
the AirBirds and SOD4SB datasets. From this, the
SOD4SB dataset is dominated by objects that satisfy
the definition of small objects, and the distribution of
object sizes is more diverse than AirBirds. When eval-
uating models on metrics such as AP, the SOD4SB
dataset, which meets the definition of small objects
but has a broad distribution, can appropriately eval-
uate models that can detect small objects of various
sizes rather than overestimating models that can only
detect extremely small objects.

4 MVA2023 Small Object Detection Chal-
lenge for Spotting Birds

We describe the details of the challenge using the
SOD4SB dataset planned by the organizers.

4.1 Baseline Code

The organizers provide the baseline code [2] for the
challenge. This code is developed based on Center-
Net [39] with the ResNet18 [40]-based backbone pro-

vided in MMDetection [41]. The network is trained
with hard negative mining to cope with an imbalance
problem in which foreground pixels are significantly
less than background pixels.

The results of bird detection using the baseline code
are shown in Table 1. The detection performance on
the SOD4SB public test and private test are much
worse than Centernet’s AP@50 on the MS COCO val-
idation (val2017) [11]: 46.4 and 15.4 vs. 51.5 [39].
The difference at AP@75 is even more pronounced.
This comparison proves the difficulty in SOD on our
SOD4SB dataset and this challenge.

4.2 Challenge Phases

The public and private test phases were given to
participants. In the public test phase, the participants
can evaluate their methods on the public test subset
of the SOD4SB dataset by submitting the detection
result to CodaLab [3]. In this phase, the participants
can access to only images without annotations. In the
private test phase, the organizer ran the code provided
by each team for evaluation on the private test sub-
set of the SOD4SB dataset. After the challenge ends
also, CodaLab is publicly available for evaluation on
the public test subset, as described in Note 4 in the
footnote. Each team can evaluate their results at most
two times per day for restricting HARKing [42] to the
public test subset.

4.3 Challenge Categories and Ranking Criteria

Our challenge has two categories. In the develop-
ment category, participants are requested to improve
the AP@50 score on the private test subset. Only the
score is evaluated. No technical novelty is appraised for
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the ranking in the development category. In addition to
the AP@50 score, technical novelties and methodologi-
cal effectiveness are evaluated in the research category.
This evaluation is done by three reviewers per paper
in a double-blind manner and given an average score
ranging from 0 to 5 points.

5 Challenge Results

223 participants joined this challenge. Based on the
ranking criteria described in Sec. 4.3, five teams are se-
lected as winners in both the development and research
categories, as shown in Table 2. While the results of
many teams are above those of the baseline code in
AP@50, the results on the private test set are not as
different as the public test compared to the baseline
code scores and are significantly down from the public
test scores for each method. This is presumably due
to a gap between the data distribution of the public
and private test subsets, but since both images were
taken during the same time period and at the same
location, this difference should be minute. Even under
these conditions, since the AP@50 score of the Elsa
Lab Team which won the first rank in the research cat-
egory is above 30, their approach can be considered a
method with high generalization capacity.

Figure 4 shows the relationship between the AP@50
score and model size of the challenge-winning 10 meth-
ods. The Elsa Lab Team achieved the highest AP with
a huge number of parameters, while sgm combines an
efficient model with a low number of parameters and a
high AP.

6 Challenge Methods and Teams

This section briefly describes the methods proposed
by the winning teams in Research Category.

6.1 Elsa Lab Team (Team1)

Elsa Lab Team (Team1) utilized an ensemble fu-
sion method [43] that leverages the strengths of exist-
ing approaches to enhance the overall performance. To
achieve this objective, their ensemble fusion method
integrates variants from two model architectures: Cas-
cade R-CNN [44] and CenterNet [39]. During the train-
ing phase, an assortment of backbones (e.g., InternIm-
age [9] and ResNet [40]) and techniques (e.g., Normal-
ized Wasserstein Distance (NWD) [45] and Copy-Paste
(CP) [46]), are utilized to generate variants exhibiting
diverse performance attributes. In the inference phase,
additional variants are produced using techniques such
as Slicing Aided Hyper Inference (SAHI) [47] and test
time augmentation (TTA). By ensembling the variants
and their predictions using the Weighted Box Fusion
method (WBF) [48], a substantial improvement is at-
tained as compared to each top-performing model.

Fig. 5 (a) illustrates an overview of their proposed
framework, which consists of two distinct stages: the
data preparation stage and the model ensemble stage.
In the data preparation stage, they utilize the CP data
augmentation technique to enrich the training data
provided by SOD4SB. In this stage, the images from
the SOD4SB dataset undergo cropping and augmen-
tation with birds sourced from either the SOD4SB
dataset or the Birds Flying dataset [49]. The aug-
mented data are then forwarded to the model ensem-
ble stage, where several model variants are developed
and grouped together to form an ensemble using WBF.
By combining the predictions from different variants,
WBF enables the exploitation of these outputs to gen-
erate more precise final bounding boxes.

The performance of various ensembling methods and
the top-performing single model are reported in Ta-
ble 3 (b), while baseline results are shown in Table
3 (a). The WBF ensembling method surpasses all base-
lines in terms of AP scores, achieving an AP@50 score
of 77.6. Fig. 5 (b) depicts the impact of WBF, where
the bounding boxes from different predictions are en-
sembled, resulting in a more accurate prediction.

6.2 Happy Day

Happy Day team proposed a Swin Transformer [53]
based network [51] with a hierarchical design for small
object detection (Fig. 6), which improves the features
learned by a neck network corresponding to the Cen-
terNet [39] architecture to learn effective features for
small objects. The key idea in Happy Day’s work
is to change the size of the shifting windows of the
neck to a smaller one, which contributes to capture the
attentions of small objects inside the small windows,
which reduces the parameters and leads to good per-
formance for small object detection. In addition, to
detect small objects precisely in location even through
several up-and-down-samplings, Happy Day uses skip



Table 2: Quantitative evaluation results from public and private tests for this challenge. In the category column,
“R” represents the research category and “D” represents the development category. Runtime indicates the inference
time for one image when the mini-batch size is set to 1. The results of the public test are the final results after the
challenge period.

Category Rank Team
Private Test Public Test

Review
Params. Runtime

GPUAP@50 AP@25 AP@75 AP@50 AP@25 AP@75 [M] [s/image]

R

1 Elsa Lab Team 30.3 42.9 7.5 77.6 84.0 22.5 4.33 1600 77.00 V100
2 Happy Day 22.6 35.8 7.2 70.2 80.5 14.0 4.67 70 0.26 A100
3 Yosuke Shinya 23.7 36.0 5.6 73.1 80.2 19.1 Secret 32 0.27 RTX3090
4 DL team 22.9 31.8 5.3 73.1 80.2 19.1 2.67 26 0.09 RTX3090
5 Syusuke Yasui (E2) 22.1 30.8 5.2 69.6 78.1 19.2 Secret 32 6.80 A100

D

1 sgm 27.2 35.8 7.2 73.7 80.3 20.4 - 36 1.00 A30
2 rakhaja 24.7 32.1 5.6 69.3 74.3 18.3 - 31 4.39 RTX5000
3 k-takasan 23.7 34.8 2.3 70.7 80.8 12.1 - 150 2.00 V100
4 JaperNing 19.9 31.8 2.8 59.5 71.7 10.1 - 130 0.70 RTX2000
5 GloryRoad 19.1 28.2 2.7 67.9 78.5 13.8 - 100 4.00 A100

Data Preparation Model Ensemble

Birds Flying Dataset

Copy-Paste

Random Crop

Model 1

Model 2

Model 3

Model n

bbox1
cls1

bbox3
cls3

bboxn
clsn

bbox1
cls2

SOD4SB Dataset
Weighted Box Fusion

(a) Overview of the framework

WBF

(b) Visualization of the impact of WBF

Figure 5: (a) An overview of the framework [43]; (b) Visualization of the impact of WBF: Comparison of the
predictions before and after applying WBF (indicated by the blue boxes) against the ground truth (depicted by
the red box).

Table 3: The AP(%) scores of: (a) baselines and (b) various
ensemble methods evaluated on the SOD4SB testing set.

(a)

Baseline Model Backbone Network AP@25 AP@50 AP@75

DetectoRS [50] ResNet-50 48.3 34.6 3.8
CenterNet [39] [2] ResNet-18 61.6 49.1 7.1
Cascade R-CNN [44] ResNet-50 63.1 53.3 10.8

(b)

Ensemble Method AP@25 AP@50 AP@75

Top-Performing Single Model 80.3 73.7 18.3
Pure NMS with no weight 67.3 61.6 19.5
Weighted NMS 81.4 75.1 19.3
Soft NMS 79.7 73.9 20.8
WBF (Elsa Lab Team) 84.0 77.6 22.5

connections [54] for providing precise locations from
backbone to the neck. The architecture of the pro-
posed neck network is shown in Fig. 6.

The input consists of different scales of features from
backbone, as shown in Fig. 6, from C5 (32× down-
sampling) to C2 (4× down-sampling) with different
sizes, where Ci (2 ≤ i ≤ 5) corresponds to i-th blocks of
the backbone. The shifting windows are inside of the

Swin Transformer blocks in each stage, and the win-
dows size is selected as a smaller one, with a default
size of 2. Further, Happy Day adds skip-connection
after Stages 1, 2, and 3 for merging features with the
backbone outputs. The output of the neck is passed
to the CenterNet head for predicting the center points,
height, and width of objects in the image.

To evaluate the effectiveness and feasibility of the
proposed network, Happy Day compared the proposed
neck with the original CenterNet neck, by computing
the AP metrics on the validation set of the SOD4SB
dataset. Experiments indicate that the most metrics
for object detection, including AP@50 and AP@75, of
the proposed method surpassed the ones with the de-
fault CenterNet neck.

For the key idea in Happy Day’s work, the small
windows size is expected to be an effective feature rep-
resentation. Happy Day also performed ablation study
by changing the windows sizes 2, 3, and 5 for experi-
ments. They conducted experimental verification and
found that a windows size of 2 significantly emphasized



 

 
 
  

 
  
 
 
  
  

 
 

 
  
  

 
 
  

 
  
  
 

  

       

 
 
  

 
  
 
 
  
  

 
 

 
  
  

 
 
  

 
  
  
 

  

      

 
 
  

 
  
 
 
  
  

 
 

 
  
  

 
 
  

 
  
  
 

  

      

 
 
  

 
  
 
 
  
  

 
 

 
  
  

 
 
 
 
  
 
 
  

  

      

        

  

 

  
 
 

  
   

 

  
 
 

  
   

 

 
 
 

 
   

 

 
 
 

 
  

 

 
 
 

 
  

      

    

Figure 6: Happy Day team proposed neck network [51], the windows size 2 was used in each Swin Transformer
Block, and Up Merging [52] Module upsamples features and merges with those extracted in the backbone to
effectively recognize object features in SOD.
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Figure 7: Results of BandASAP [55] metrics.

local information in comparison to other sizes, thereby
leading to improved detection performance. This par-
ticular windows size is a crucial factor in efficiently
computing local features, which play a vital role in
small object detection.

6.3 Yosuke Shinya

Yosuke Shinya proposed BandASAP [55], which is
a set of scale-wise metrics for object detection evalu-
ation. For finer scale-wise evaluation than the COCO
metrics [11, 56], it is based on ASAP [57]. For more
reliable and intuitive evaluation than ASAP, the au-
thor proposed a filter bank consisting of triangular and
trapezoidal band-pass filters.

The author trained GFL [58] and Faster R-CNN [4]
with simple settings and selected GFL for the final sub-
mission because it is significantly better than Faster
R-CNN. He analyzed the results using the proposed
metrics (Fig. 7). BandASAP succeeds in highlighting
differences between the methods. Although the au-
thor discussed a possible cause of low BandASAP64,
the cause of the remarkable differences between GFL
and Faster R-CNN remains unknown. Further analysis
in future research would lead to performance improve-
ment in small object detection.

6.4 DL team

DL team proposed a DL Method (Fig. 8) to en-
hance the detection capability of small objects. By
partitioning the images in the training set into smaller
sub-images for training, the method enables training
with a larger batch size within the same GPU memory.
This enables the model to observe a broader range of
features during a single training iteration, leading to a
significant improvement in the model’s generalization
ability and better capture of the details and features
of small objects. Under comparable memory consump-
tion conditions, the method achieves an improvement
of over 7 percentage points. The partitioning method
takes into account the dataset characteristics to adjust
the overlap rate and annotation for the partitions. Fur-
thermore, DL team discovers the importance of data
augmentation in training small object detection net-
works. Consistent utilization of data augmentation in
experiments enables the model to learn more features
and details across diverse scenes, thereby enhancing the
effectiveness of object detection. The partitioning ap-
proach generates a greater number of small object sam-
ples, while the data augmentation technique ensures
sufficient diversification to simulate various variations
in real-world scenarios, thus enhancing the model’s ro-
bustness. Finally, DL team integrate their method
into the medium-scale YOLOv8 [5], evaluate it on the
SOD4SB public test and achieve an AP@50 score of
73.3.

6.5 (E2) Syusuke Yasui

(E2) Syusuke Yasui proposed 5 simple but effective
methods to do small object detection.

• NWD (Normalized Gaussian Wasserstein Dis-
tance) [45, 59] is an improved method for objects
with small IoU loss. Introduced to more accurately
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indicate bounding box distances for small objects.
The optimal weight for loss is 3/4 of varifocal loss
and 2 for refine.

• Probability Distribution Surface Models such as
CenterNet [39] and VarifocalNet [60] that predict
the pixels of the object you want to detect with
a probability distribution are more suitable. This
is also shown by the experimental results. If the
detected object is small, the ratio of positive and
negative is severely unbalanced, and it is gener-
ally difficult for the model to learn the detection
points.

• Switch Hard Augmentation: By performing hard
augmentation in the first half of learning and per-
forming lightweight augmentation with only flip
in the second half of learning, it is possible to
create a stable, high-speed, and highly accurate
model. The hard augmentation here is mosaic [61],
mixup [62], affine transform. Because hard aug-
mentation effectively increases positives.

• Multi scale train is a standard method of learning
while changing the resolution with resize. Ran-
domly selecting around 20% of the input resolu-
tion will increase the detection accuracy the most.

• Weight Moving Average is a method to limit the
model weight by exponential moving average. The
purpose of this is to avoid overfitting in a single
backward step and not disproportionately overfit-
ting, and it is effective even for small objects. Its
value is 1e-4.

7 Conclusion

This paper proposes a new SOD dataset, the
SOD4SB dataset, and reviews the MVA2023 Small Ob-
ject Detection Challenge for Spotting Birds, which uti-
lizes this dataset. The 223 participants were tasked
with detecting small birds in a variety of scenes.
The winners’ methods performed remarkably well on
the challenging SOD4SB dataset and provided several
novel and progressive proposals to help solve the SOD
task. We hope that the results of this challenge will
help build a foundation for advanced UAVs applica-
tions.

This challenge is expected to be extended to Video
SOD [63, 64] or Video Small Object Tracking [65, 66].
This extension is expected to promote research and de-
velopment of more useful recognition processing for im-
proving the accuracy of detecting small birds and for
autonomous control of UAVs at a later stage. Further-
more, by setting constraints on inference time and the
arithmetic unit, we expect to develop technologies that
enable real-time inference on edge devices mounted on
UAVs.
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